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	The growth of the internet has been spectacular. There are now more 1.5 billion internet users across the globe, about one quarter of the world’s population. This is certainly a new phenomenon that is of enormous significance for the economic, political and social life of contemporary societies.


	However, much popular and academic writing about the internet takes a technologically deterministic view, assuming that the internet’s potential will be realised in essentially transformative ways. This was especially true in the euphoric moment of the mid-1990s, when many commentators wrote about the internet with awe and wonderment. While this moment may be over, its underlying technocentrism – the belief that technology determines outcomes – lingers on, and with it, a failure to understand the internet in its social, economic and political context.


	Misunderstanding the Internet is a short introduction, encompassing the history, sociology, politics and economics of the internet and its impact on society. The book has a simple three part structure:

	
		Part 1 looks at the history of the internet, and offers an overview of the internet’s place in society
	
		Part 2 focuses on the control and economics of the internet
	
		Part 3 examines the internet’s political and cultural influence



	Misunderstanding the Internet is a polemical, sociologically and historically informed textbook that aims to challenge both popular myths and existing academic orthodoxies around the internet.
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CompTIA Security+ Training Kit (Exam SY0-301) (Microsoft Press Training Kit)Microsoft Press, 2013

	
		Ace your preparation for the skills measured by CompTIA Security+ Exam SY0-301. Work at your own pace through a series of lessons and reviews that fully cover each exam objective. Then, reinforce what you’ve learned by applying your knowledge to real-world case scenarios and practice exercises. This guide is designed to help...
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Paradoxes from A to ZRoutledge, 2007
This essential guide to paradoxes takes the reader on a lively tour of puzzles  that have taxed thinkers from Zeno to Galileo and Lewis Carroll to Bertrand  Russell. Michael Clark uncovers an array of conundrums, such as Achilles and the  Tortoise, Theseus' Ship, Hempel's Raven, and the Prisoners' Dilemma, taking in  subjects as diverse as...
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High Impact Data Visualization with Power View, Power Map, and Power BIApress, 2014

	High Impact Data Visualization with Power View, Power Map, and Power BI helps you take business intelligence delivery to a new level that is interactive, engaging, even fun, all while driving commercial success through sound decision-making. Learn to harness the power of Microsoft’s flagship, self-service business intelligence...
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Sampling Algorithms (Springer Series in Statistics)Springer, 2006

	
		This book is based upon courses on sampling algorithms. After having used
	
		scattered notes for several years, I have decided to completely rewrite the
	
		material in a consistent way. The books of Brewer and Hanif (1983) and
	
		H´ajek (1981) have been my works of reference. Brewer and Hanif (1983) have
	
		drawn up an...
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Death by Meeting : A Leadership Fable...About Solving the Most Painful Problem in BusinessJossey-Bass, 2004
In his latest page-turning work of business fiction, best-selling author Patrick Lencioni provides readers with another powerful and thought-provoking book, this one centered around a cure for the most painful yet underestimated problem of modern business: bad meetings. And what he suggests is both simple and revolutionary.

Casey...
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Medicine Across Cultures: History and Practice of Medicine in Non-Western CulturesSpringer, 2003

	This work deals with the medical knowledge and beliefs of cultures outside of the United States and Europe. In addition to articles surveying Islamic, Chinese, Native American, Aboriginal Australian, Indian, Egyptian, and Tibetan medicine, the book includes essays on comparing Chinese and western medicine and religion and medicine. Each essay...
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